Accessory Checklist
For the installation of Fullback®V Siding Insulation for Vinyl Siding
J-channels

Starters

J-Channel

EasyStart™

In order for the J-channel to
properly receive the thickness of
both the vinyl and the insulation,
a 1-1/8” j-channel is required for
Fullback®V, and a 1-1/4” j-channel
is required for Fullback®V 125.

This vinyl universal starter strip
ensures you have a level job
and begin installation correctly
without fabricating a starter
strip. Features 3” nailing hem,
two rows of nail slots and
reinforcing ribs.

EasyShim™

Starter Adaptor

In the event that the proper
size j-channel is not available,
then we suggest the use of
EasyShim™. It is a helpful
accessory which enables
you to use a 5/8” or 3/4”
j-channel, and still get a
proper installation.

This starter adaptor has
been exclusively designed for
use with Fullback®V siding
insulation. Starter Adaptor
must be ordered for the
specific profile of Fullback®V
with which it will be applied.

Corner Posts

Window Surround

EasyPost™ Plus

Window Surround

Remodeling corner post
insulation makes square
corners a snap, cutting your
corner post installation time in
half. Necessary for installations
using vinyl corner posts with a
receiving pocket of 7/8” or less.

3.5” and 5” Lineal Window
Support Surrounds give
window casing the solid look
and feel of real wood. Provides
a strong, supported and rigid
casing surround. Eliminates
open or loose mitre cuts at
corners and tightens laps.

Inside EasyPost™(“V” Cap)
An all-in-one, custom-cut shim
for spacing out and supporting
inside corner posts with a
receiving pocket of 7/8” or less.

New Construction
EasyPost™
New construction corner post insulation for use with vinyl corner posts
with a siding receiving pocket of
1-1/8” to 1-1/2”.

Custom cut to work with window lineals from:
Alside, Certainteed, Crane, Gentek, Heartland,
Mastic and Norandex.

Other

EasyCut Knife
Although Fullback®V can be
cut with any thin blade knife,
we recommend the EasyCut
knife, available through your
distributor. It features a long, thin
segmented blade specifically for
cutting Fullback®V.
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